SAF TC Meeting
Thursday Apr 15, 2010
	Roll call. Attendee list:
	Paul, Alvin, Jeff, Stavros, Dave
	Vote on minutes from last two weeks: no objections, no abstentions.
	Outreach
	No significant updates on the DMTF possible alliance. Jeff and Paul have appointment to talk to Marv (CA). Stavros and Dave should reach out to Hiro and Jacques (FJ), Mike Baskey to reach out to Mark (IBM)

It is difficult to re-educate people, because they have made up their minds. Jeff: but there are folks looking at SAF stuff occasionally.
	There was feedback about perhaps too much focus on clouds and green? We should look at EPTS use cases. Paul: another company is interested and might be pulled in around summer. They have ideas about possible standards in the event space –perhaps SAF could be part of that.
	eMIX collaboration and energy use cases: there is lot of automation and SAF opportunities to decision making for energy providers, e.g. if anticipated energy demand shows up do I turn on another generator or do I buy from other? Lots of collaboration opportunities to exploit with SAF –these things happen today anyway, and if the regulations are thrown in (green, CO2) it gets even more relevant.
	Slidedeck
	use the latest draft as a basis for a generic educational slidedeck. This can then be fine tuned for DMTF, OCCi, etc.
	Charter
	we leave the re-wording until we know more details. Have a round of comments to the charter and perhaps next week we can discuss approval for charter clarification? Jeff: maybe get one or more people/companies on board the TC first, and then reconsider charter clarification. Dave: maybe we can use the charter to socialize with other people. Paul: in which case we needs a new version of the charter and send it to people as a draft for feedback.
	SAF + Cloud scenario
	Paul: allow consumers to mix and match their providers –there is a need for standards there. There might be lots of systems that depend on many different providers. Exploit the SAF idea of diagnostic protocols, e.g. when you anticipate increase in resources, use such protocol to identify what or which of the provided resources are affected, e.g. a few resources from provider A and some more from provider B. It’s more realistic to have a number of providers providing certain things, not a single provider for everything a consumer might need. SAF can be used to make sense of the business conditions across all providers and make appropriate requests to the providers and handle dynamic changes.

	Action Items
	Jeff to look at EPTS and engagement with WestGlobal contact
	Jeff to draft an eMix use case to engage with eMix TC chair (Bill Cox)
	Paul/Jeff to reach out to CA industrial partner
	Paul to write down the latest Cloud scenario
	Everyone to review and comment on the educational slidedeck.
	DMTF alliance –CA to speak with Marv; Fujitsu to speak with Jaques; IBM to speak with Marty.

Charter working draft – Copy proposed charter changes into working draft. Can use in our engagements with potential TC members
	
	Adjournment



